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Learn every aspect of distilling, from the fundamentals to
flavor development control and packaging, in this definitive
guide to small-scale distilling. Whether you want
straightforward information for your first distillation or you’re a
seasoned distiller looking to perfect your craft, this is the book
for you. Certified industry expert and seasoned home distiller
Aaron Hyde lays out the how and why of all the key
processes, starting at the mash and fermentation, working
through more than 100 pages on distilling, and ending with
expert information on aging spirits.This is the only book that
goes beyond the basics to cover it all: An Overview of
Distilling: The fundamentals of distillation, concise distillation
theory, still design, distilled products, and the raw materials.
Pre-Distillation: Move on to learn about ingredient processing
and preparation, fermentation theory and technology, the
fermentation process, and calculating the potential of wash.
Distilling: Finally, the main event! A robust section on distilling
covers modern distillation technology, the distillation process,
key decisions during distillation, process control, collection,
and further distillation. Post-Distillation: Last but not least,
work your way through flavor development and control, the
aging process, quality considerations, distillery co-products,
and packaging considerations. With reliable, tested, up-todate information, this is the new standard for distilling.
This book is a backstage pass into the world of small-scale
distilling of whiskies, gins, vodkas, brandies, and more. The
reader, the ultimate spirits aficionado, will learn how water
and grain are transformed into the full range exquisite,
timeless liquors. There are few books available that explore
the actual craft of distilling in such detail. Most of the other
spirits books chronicle the historical side of the distilling world
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or focus on the flavors of various vintages. Our book will be
the consummate insider's guide to distilling techniques. Bill
Owens' original photography, the result of two cross-country
road trips, offers comprehensive illustration of the
microdistilling world.
With everything from the top brands to the best recipes, this is
the gin lover's perfect guide! Gin is the main ingredient in
some of today's trendiest cocktails. This volume is entirely
dedicated to the popular liquor--its history, its production, its
various flavorings. Davide Terziotti, an expert in the field,
provides profiles of 30 main brands, outlining their
characteristics, aromas, and main botanicals. For each, he
provides an ideal recipe, and the final section offers a
selection of classic and innovative cocktails, with instructions
on their preparation. Throughout, Fabio Petroni's splendid still
lifes illustrate the masterly text.
A comprehensive guide to vibrant Middle Eastern ingredients,
with more than 120 recipes that let them shine, from James
Beard award winning Sahadi's market in Brooklyn, New York.
Sumac. Urfa pepper. Halvah. Pomegranate molasses.
Preserved lemons. The seasonings, staples, and spice
blends used throughout the Middle East offer deliciously
simple ways to transform food—once you know how to use
them. In FLAVORS OF THE SUN, the people behind the
iconic Brooklyn market Sahadi's showcase the versatility of
these ingredients in over 120 everyday dishes, including
starters, salads, soups, family-friendly meals, and desserts.
With sections devoted to recipes boasting Bright, Savory,
Spiced, Nutty, and Sweet accents, it offers inspiration,
techniques, and intensely flavorful ways to use everything
from Aleppo pepper to za'atar with confidence. Throughout,
"no-recipe recipes" help build up your flavor intuition so you
can effortlessly incorporate any of the featured spices,
condiments, and preserves into your daily repertoire. 120
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RECIPES WITH A PUNCH: From an updated take on nachos
and mac and cheese to a spectacular pistachio cheesecake
and tahini-enriched brownies, FLAVORS OF THE SUN
features dozens of the store's most-requested dishes as well
as Sahadi family favorites. Simple yet loaded with flavor,
these recipes will inspire you to make these distinctive Middle
Eastern ingredients essential components of your pantry.
OPTIMUM VERSATILITY: Each section addresses a specific
flavor profile and offers a set of essential ingredients for
achieving it along with helpful tips on how to use them
separately or in combination. Look-and-cook mini recipes
provide even more ideas for using distinctive ingredients like
tahini, Aleppo pepper, and preserved lemons to give a fresh
new spin to everything from salad dressings to cocktails.
EXPERT KNOWLEDGE: Family owned, Sahadi's has been a
beloved resource since its founding by Abrahim Sahadi, an
immigrant from Lebanon, more than 100 years ago. Now
welcoming a fifth generation into the business, the Sahadi
family's authentic imported goods and exhaustive knowledge
continue to inspire local chefs and adventurous home cooks
to taste and explore the diverse world of Middle Eastern
spices and sundries. FOR FANS OF PLENTY: Much like
PLENTY, this cookbook dives deep into core ingredients and
provides intimate insights into flavorful spice blends like
dukkah, berbere, ras el hanout, shawarma spices, and more.
Each ingredient profile includes an informative buying guide
so you can build your pantry like a pro. Perfect for: home
cooks to seasoned chefs; fans of PLENTY; JERUSALEM;
SHUK, and ZAHAV; Sahadi's loyal customers; those
interested learning about spices and new ways to use them in
everyday dishes
The complete guide for beginner and intermediate distillers.
Make your own brew at home! ”If you’re going to invest the
$100 or so to get a basic equipment and recipe kit, then
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you’ll want to take care in ensuring that your first batch is
brewed correctly.” –Rick Morris, HowBrewBeer The Joy of
Home Distilling is covers nearly every facet of distilling: Stepby-step instructions for the different processes, from bucket to
bottle The difference between spirit types and how to produce
each What yeast is, what it does, and how to ensure that you
get a strong, complete fermentation What distillation is and
common misconceptions about the process Legalities
surrounding distilling alcohol at home Carbon filtering—when
it’s necessary, when to filter, and why you filter Flavoring and
aging your spirits Keeping safety first when working with
flammable materials, such as ethanol Yeast styles and
nutritional requirements Different methods of distillation and
equipment Post-distillation process And of course, fun drink
recipes! (Try the Mudslide or the Cherry Bomb!) Author Rick
Morris, who has been selling distillation equipment for over 25
years, even includes his own recipes for different types of
spirits and drink recipes. By learning not just how to distill, but
also what is happening at each step and why it is needed,
readers will be armed with the information they need to
experiment with their own spirits and concoct their own
recipes. Easy to understand even for a first-time distiller, The
Joy of Home Distilling is sure to become your number one
distilling resource.
Homesteading From Scratch is for people who want to do
things differently. The type of people who want to eat real
food, grow herbs, make cheese, raise baby animals, hunt
mushrooms, pick blackberries, unschool their children, can
jelly, ferment kraut, farm organically, connect to nature, live
intentionally, and more. Guiding readers from desire to fullblown off-the-grid living—and everything in between—this book
covers farming, animal husbandry, food preparation,
homeschooling, fiber arts, and even marketing. It provides
inspiration from other homesteaders, with operations from
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small to large, who have made a go of it, outlining their
successes and failures throughout the process. It helps to
democratize the homesteading movement, by providing “ins”
for nearly every level of dedication, from the container
gardener to full-time farmers. It provides the knowledge
necessary to discover homesteading as a movement and as
a lifestyle. Inspired by From Scratch magazine, an online
publication devoted to homesteading and intentional living,
this book provides readers with continued support and
community for information and resources online. This book
serves as a reference, as well as a cheerleader, for those
who want a bit more control and responsibility over where
their food comes from, the things they consume, and how
they live their lives.
The second instalment of the Pax Britannica Trilogy by Jan
Morris, recreates the British Empire at its dazzling climax - the
Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1897, celebrated as a
festival of imperial strength, unity, and splendour. This classic
work of history portrays a nation at the very height of its
vigour and self-satisfaction, imposing on the rest of the world
its traditions and tastes, its idealists and rascals. The Pax
Britannica Trilogy also includes Heaven's Command: An
Imperial Progress and Farewell the Trumpets: An Imperial
Retreat. Together these three works of history trace the
dramatic rise and fall of the British Empire, from the
accession of Queen Victoria in 1837 to the death of Winston
Churchill in 1965. Jan Morris is world-renowned for her
collection of travel writing and reportage, spanning over five
decades and including such titles as Venice, Coronation
Everest, Hong Kong, Spain, A Writer's World and most
recently, Contact! 'In scholarship and humour this portrait of
the British Empire before its decline and fall might, without
undue optimism, be placed upon the same shelf as Edward
Gibbon's history. As a survey of its subject, I doubt that Pax
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Britannica can ever, in this generation be surpassed.'
Financial Times
Adventurous cooks, curious foodies, and fans of spicy
recipes. Break new ground with this spice book like no other.
Explore the world's best spices, discover why certain spice
mixes work, and how to use spices creatively. Be inspired to
make your own new spice blends, and take your cooking to
new heights. The Science of Spice will help you understand
the practical science behind the art of cooking with spices. If
you've ever wondered what to do with that unloved jar of
sumac, why some spices taste stronger than others, or how
to make your own personal garam masala, this inspirational
guide has all the answers. Spice sets out the science behind
the flavours and helps you choose, with greater confidence
and intuition, how to use spices that perfectly complement
each other. Spice profiles - organised by their dominant
flavour compound - showcase the world's top spices, with
recipe ideas, information on how to buy, use, and store, and
more in-depth science to help you release the flavours and
make your own spice connections, as well as a selection of
recipes using innovative spice blends designed to brighten
your palate and inspire your own culinary adventures. The
Science of Spice is an indispensable kitchen companion that
home cooks will turn to time and time again to learn and
innovate.

Over one hundred delicious recipes from a Punjab
kitchen. Simple and inspiring, fresh and colourful, Zaika
brings the world's most flavoursome plant-based food to
our homes. Discover India's most exciting vegan recipes.
Shares the whimsical story of how two enterprising New
Yorkers converted an ancient farm into a renowned
winery, a labor of love during which they struggled to
plant fifteen acres of vines while drawing on the wisdom
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of famous vintner neighbors.
Library has Vol. 1-5.
When the farm is a lifestyle, but not quite a way to earn a
living, it’s considered hobby farming. Most of us want to
live a sustainable and healthy life in which we protect the
environment and keep it safe from development and
overproduction. But we can take this a step further by
learning how to grow our own produce, while still
maintaining an alternative, successful career to fund this
passion. In this back to basics guide, Michael and
Audrey Levatino share how to: Grow your own food
Raise chickens, horses, llamas, bees, and more Practice
being (a little) off the grid Sell the bounty in your local
community Balance a professional career with a rural
lifestyle The Joy of Hobby Farming is a guide that will
excite armchair farmers and inspire any do-it-yourselfer.
While this book won’t help you become a farmer by
trade, it does provide step-by-step instructions and
various tips and tricks to maintain a thriving farm. It will
surely teach those who aren’t farmers by day to raise
their own livestock, plant their own fruits and vegetables,
and live out their countryside dream.
Ferenc Máté sounds the alarm that with our singleminded emphasis on short-term economic gain we are
devastating, not only our cities, our long-term economy,
and our very planet, but also our communities, families,
and even friendships. We are allowing the impersonal
and uncaring: immoral-governments, the mindless mass
media, and profit-only driven big business to destroy
things humane--to degrade the individual and the society
of man. He pleads for fundamental change--by each of
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us--to live our lives on a more human scale: to place
profound and simple human longings and the needs of
our human spirit far ahead of material possessions. He
pushes us to rethink our concepts of career, home-life,
habits, and what we call security and success. And to
resurrect our foundations: the vibrant and supportive
small town and family, and a caring and passionate self.
It is the fantasy of every thinking person to change his or
her life, to move to a simple place; Máté shows us how
to take control. His voice is outraged yet hopeful: he
insults us like a brother and cares for us like a best friend
as he urges us to change course and find more
reasonable lives for ourselves and our children. He has
given us an audacious, engaging, inspiring polemic that
will make a difference in the lives of us all.
The 90 recipes in this book are all about beautiful,
natural flavours from quality ingredients like fruits and
spices. Dee Rettali is an artisan baker who, over a
lifetime of baking, has honed her recipes to bring out
intense flavour using forgotten craftsmanship. Dee's
cakes, created for her bakery – Fortitude Bakehouse in
London – are a world away from generic cakes loaded
with sugar or artificial flavours. Her most groundbreaking
technique is to use a sourdough-like starter in her
baking, another flavour-building process she has
developed is to ferment the batter itself before baking.
Both these exciting and simple approaches bring a
unique depth of flavour to Dee's recipes, as do other
slow-paced artisanal methods like steeping fruit and
making herb infusions. This is a cutting-edge way of
baking and at the same time it has antecedents in Dee's
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past. She grew up in rural Ireland where seasonal and
no-waste baking was simply a way of life. This book
brings this back to life in a thoroughly modern way. 'I
love Dee Rettali's baking – she is obsessed with flavour.
A bold and beautiful book' Diana Henry
Agile Rabbit Edition - This book contains stunning
images for use as a graphic resource, or inspiration. All
the illustrations are stored in high-resolution format on
the enclosed free CD-ROM and are ready to use for
professional quality printed media and web page design.
The pictures can also be used to produce postcards, or
to decorate your letters, flyers, etc. They can be imported
directly from the CD into most design, imagemanipulation, illustration, word-processing and e-mail
programs; no installation is required. For most
applications, single images can be used free of charge.
Please consult the introduction to this book, or visit our
website for conditions.
'Monisha Bharadwaj, an Indian cooking authority,' The
New York Times This comprehensive guide to Indian
cooking explores the myriad regional varieties of
authentic, healthy and lesser known Indian recipes. With
chapters broken down into: Rice, Breads, Meat, Fish &
Seafood, Poultry, Eggs, Dairy, Lentils & Beans,
Vegetables, Snack & Sides, Grills, Salads & Raitas,
Chutneys & Relishes, Desserts and Drinks, Monisha
covers a varied range of dishes as well as providing
insights into ingredients, techniques and step-by-step
masterclasses to help you recreate classic and popular
recipes. Monisha offers a vivid overview of India's
colourful traditions and geographical differences, from
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the earthy lentil dishes of the North to the coconut-based
curries which are a staple in the South. Including advice
on the building blocks of Indian cuisine, such as how to
make a basic curry and how to cook the perfect rice, plus
tips on the different varieties of rice and how to shop for
the best type for each dish. Monisha teaches you how to
make traditional Indian food at home, based on the
principles of good health and touching on the values of
Ayurveda. The Indian Cookery Course is the ultimate
guide to everything you ever wanted to know about
Indian food.
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